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JARC – Jobs Access Reverse Commute

• Access to jobs, providing reverse commute or “first mile”/ “last mile” connections
• Federally-funded. TriMet is a pass-through agency for these funds.
• Grove Link – jobs and neighborhood connections in Forest Grove
• Tualatin Shuttle – jobs and neighborhood connections in Tualatin industrial area
Grove Link

- In service since FY14
Tualatin Shuttle

- In service since FY01
Ride Connection

• Non-profit providing various JARC services since 2000

• Provides coordinated network of services directly and through other providers that connect to TriMet in many parts of the region

• Already had DBE program, but is adopting TriMet’s DBE program standards for greater emphasis.
Bigger picture

• Community Connectors
• Funding challenge
• Looking to federal, state and local opportunities
  – STF funding from state is important piece of puzzle